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Canavans
PRAYER REQUESTS:

1. Salvation: Aidan,
Priyanka, Angelo, Art

2. Church building to
remain unlisted/wisdom
with future plans

3. Soul winning efforts to
be Holy Spirit filled and
bring forth fruit

4. Young man in the
church to recover from
significant doctrinal error

5. Reach Ukrainian
refugees entering Ireland

FEBRUARY 2022 - EXITING COVID - As we work our way thru the winter of
2022 and look forward to the Spring, we are also grateful to finally exit Covid
lockdowns. For the last 2 years, Ireland has been more extreme than most countries
with lockdowns, mask wearing etc.: this affected how we ministered. What was
supposed to be a few weeks, turned into draconian lockdowns that left church
attendance illegal for the majority of the next 2 years. This was in-particularly
difficult for us to deal with as the church is next door to the 6th largest police station
in the country.

Through my son Caleb’s help and using some photographic skills, we eventually
setup a decent livestream service via YouTube. Though the livestream helped us keep
in touch with our members, it is not a substitute for in person attendance for those
who are able. After being open for 6 weeks, in December 24, 2020 the country was
again locked down and church services closed. Though it was illegal to have services
with harsh financial fines and huge social pressure (over 95% of the Irish are
vaccinated), we openly defied the lockdown and continued to have in person services
thru out 2021. Though the attendances were low, offerings dropped, children’s
ministries and promotional activities were exceptionally difficult, we pressed
forward.

We continued with door to door soul winning every week. During the months where
the covid hysteria was inflamed, we hand delivered over 20,000 gospel tracks. When
things settled down, we knocked on doors and found people a little more open. We
had several excellent soul winning opportunities and saw a few people saved. We
continued to disciple those bold enough to come out and we continued to push
forward with the church services.

CHURCH EXPANSION - During Christmas season of 2021 we had numerous
events that enabled some to reconnect and new people to connect; attendance
continued to slowly climb. We were grateful for the visitors who attended. Some lost
men and women came under the sound of the gospel. Though still frowned on, we
openly socialised by having more promotional days. On February 28, 2022 the
requirement to wear masks and most other covid restrictions were finally lifted. The
church attendance has continued to expand, with some being saved, some joining and
others continuing to visit. The auditorium is once again full and we are running out of
space. Music and children’s ministries are growing under the godly influence of Beth,
Andrew and his wife, Shawn. In these last days, we continue to focus on the lost and
how we might reach more unsaved people. Please pray for wisdom in the days ahead.

HEARTBREAK OF HERESY - A young man in the church is called to preach. I
have put considerable time into formally discipling and informally training him for
ministry. After observing and rebuking a creeping carnality, he later confessed he has
embraced the heinous teaching of Calvinism. Though both Andrew and I have
reasoned with him out of the scripture, the deception retains a strong hold on him.
Please pray for him to recover from this error, before it ruins him and his family.


